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Trinity International University, Deerfield, IL

Plenary Speakers

- When Patients Demand Too Much or Allow Too Little for Religious Reasons - Robert Orr, MD
- The Public Policy Context of Bedside Bioethics: A Domestic Assessment - C. Everett Koop, MD
- A European Assessment - Henk Jochemsen, PhD
- Multi-Professional Teams, Challenges and Opportunities - Carol Taylor, RN, PhD
- Quality of Life and Other End-of-Life Challenges - David Schiedermayer, MD
- The Theological Context of Bedside Bioethics - Nigel M. de S. Cameron, PhD
- Spiritual and Social Needs at the Bedside - Mildred Best, MDiv, MSS
- Professional Right of Conscience and Patient Informed Consent - Teresa Collett, JD
- The Needs of the Patients vs. The Needs of Others - Edmund Pellegrino, MD
Courses

- Intensive Bioethics Institute - Nigel M. de S. Cameron, PhD
- Advanced Bioethics Institute - John Kilner, PhD and David Fletcher, PhD
- Ethics Committee and Consultants Institute - Robert Orr, MD and David Schiedermayer, MD
- Undergrad/Pre-Med Bioethics Institute - Joyce Shelton, PhD
- Wrap-Around Conference Graduate Course - Claretta Dupree, RN, PhD
- Wrap-Around Conference Undergraduate Course - Joyce Shelton, PhD
- Making a Difference through Bioethics Seminar - C. Ben Mitchell, PhD
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